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Introduction
A great deal of scholarship in the last half of the twentieth century contributed to our
understanding of how law matters for the politics
of social
--- --movements. @Ather different
intellectual t r a d i ~ ~ P r O v most
e d direct1y relevant to the topic. S@-Q$
scholars have
provided numerous insights into the ways in which prevailing legal norms~consti~at%and
legitimafe-social hierarchy as well as the comqlex
implications of legalclaims and tactics of
-groups challznging those hierarchies and injustices. rnd&d, sociolegal scholars have
contribTted many types of study - o f J u d ~ m _ p a c t in@rest.-up
,
litigation, the pol@ of
riihts, civil di,sputing, and everyday resistance, to name just a few - that are highly%&evan<to
understanding the relationships between law-ad social movements. However, most of this
scholarship has paid, at best, a passing attention to the extensive body of academic study
focusing.
- directlv on social movement wlitics.
In similarfLhinysocial movement specialistshave developed elegantanalyticalframeworks
for studying struggles, and in the process they have documented m F y case studies in which
l e ~ arights
l
claims, tactics and actors have fig~redprominently. Yet th& scholarshave rarely
d&xy analysed-whether, ortowhat extent, law does or does not matter for the struggles at
sophisticated socjolegal analysis.
stake and have @netdly remaiGed quite uninfo~~ed-by
Consequently, scholarship that%ctly joihs the rich literatures analysing the two topics, law
and social movements, has been relatively scarce and specialized until recently (Rubin, 20
This 1general disjunctureis as true for stu&iksofthe~_nited~ta~es
as it is for studies of natio
level and traminational activism around the woild.
An important line of new research, most of it initiated by social scientists working in the law \ I \
and society tradition, begantobridge this gap
1990s. The most direct engagemenr-gurated
by scholars advancing new approaches to
gfoup 'legal m 9 9 b i l i _ g . i i l i t i c slinking legal an_d social
.--movement literatures (McCann,
1994; Silvers'Gii-1996; Brigham, 1997; Goldberg-Hiller, 2002; Paris, 2004; Dudas, 2005).
O t h e s h ~ l asimilarly
r~
integrated the insights of social movement analysts in- revidng.oMer
== .
tradifi-03~fsociolegalscholarship concerning judicialimpact on social reform struggles
fn3senbrg, I w l ) and- idi;idual legal mobi1izatiort-b-civx disputing (Nielsen, ZOO&
s -u
). An almost entirely new area of research regarding 'cause lawyering' (Sarat
I Scheingold, 2001) developed, with many of the dozens of schola&i<e
connecting
alsudy to social movement
theory
(Sarat
a
n
d
m
l
d
,
forthcoming).
At
the
time of
---wri~ting,it is fair to SayYthat social movement theory has now been integrated in various degrees
intcs many types of sociolegal research. Conversely, however, there has been far less flow of
infl~uencein the oth&--direc6on, & most-ocial
.-movement
_-- scholars
- - .--still _seem~elatively
l r n i nterested in sociolegal scholarship.
This collecTion of journal essays brings together many of the most important authors working
on the topic of law and social movements. The remainder of this Introduction will clarify the
core categoriesat stake, outline additional areas of scholarlyinquiry relevant to the topic but not
inc1G.i figre, aiid then summarize the essays that follow and their contributions to the field.
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Law and Social Movements: Defining Concepts
Conceptualizing Law
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Much of the debate regarding how law matters for social movements derives from quite
divergent ways of understanding and studying law itself. Most generally, when we refer to 'the
law' we imply different types of phenomenon. Sometimes we refer to official legal instirurions,
such as courts or administrative bureaucracies; sometimes to legal of/icials or>ites, such ;is
judges, bureaucrats or lawyers; and sometimes to legal norms, rules, or discourses that
structure practices in and beyond official legal institutions (Thompson, 1975). ~ o s recent
t
studies grant attention to all three usages, althiiugh often in somewhat unclear or unsystematic
ways. Legal realists and behaviouralists, for example, tend to identify law in quite formal.
determinate, positivist terms. Law, in this account, matters to the degree that-$screte official
institutional actions cause direct, immediate and tangible effects on targeted behaviours or are,
conversely, shaped by discrete causal factors in society (Rosenberg, 1991; Bogart, 2002).
..--.Measured by-such.a.sandard, legal institutions and ~ f f i c l a ~ ~ i cappear
a l l ~to provide
powerful support for the status quo but feeble resources for challenging the prevailing order.'
By contrast, interpretiv?, process-oriented legal mobilization approaches - many of which
are represent& in this volume are typically much more expansive in conceptualizing law,
especially in terms of the legal norms and discursive logics at stake in many social struggles.
The interpretive perspective begins by rejecting conventional positivist understandings of law
largely limited to discrete, determinate rules or policy actions. Instead, law is understood as
particular traditions of kno-wledge and communicative practice. The focus is not simply on
behaviour, but on the intersubjective.power of legal discourses, conventions and practices in
constructing meaning. As such, legal discourses and symhls int&xt with, and are expressive
of, broader ideological formations within societies (Hunt, Chapter 18, this volume; McCann,
1994; McCann and March, 1996). This interpretive focus on legal discourses and practices has
not diminished attention to actors and institutional contexts, but rather has reoriented
understandings of institutions themselves as routinized forms of practice, meaning-making,
interaction and justification.
Such an understanding of law as knowledge and linguistic practice calls attention to law's
power as a constitutive convention of social life (Brigham, 1996). This constitutive power is
ambiguous. On the one hand, legal knowledges to some degree shape, or prefigure, the
identities and practical activities of subjects in society. Learned legal conventions mould the
very terms of citizen understan.ding, expectation and interaction with others. Law is thus a
significant part of how we learn to live and act as citizens in society. Legal constructs shape
3ur very imagination about social possibilities. Among the most important of liberal legal
.. --onventions constituting both national and transnationd[elations are what we call righ!s_those legal forms that designate the distribution of legitimate social entitlements and burdehs
among citizens.
On the other hand, law is also understood to be a resource that citizens utilize to structure
---->
relations with others, to advance goals in social life, to formulate rightful claims, and to
negotiate disputes where interests, wants or principles collide. Legal knowledges can
therefore matter as both an e n d ~ a n dmeans of action; law provides both normative principles
and strategic resources for the conduct offsocial struggle. Most specific legal practices and
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claims draw on relatively settled, little-contested entitlements, of course. But at other times
citizens often interpret laws in different ways, reshaping law in the process to fit shifting
visions of need and circumstance; in this respect, we reconstitute~osome<egree_elawthat
conscptes usGn this sense, legal conventions arestood
as a quite plastic and malleable
m e d i i i ~ y ~ aconstructions
l
are routinely employed to G6nfiguie relations, redefine
.entitlements and formulate aspiratiogsf~collectiveliving (Meny, 1990).
Of course, this inde-Cy
or &ticity of legal wnventions is limited. Legal practices
cany with them their own inherent _constraints-on what is accepted as legally sensible or
compelling, and governing authorities often back up these constraints with organized force.
This is where the role of official legal institutions and state or transnational elites, like judges,
matter. Official institutions function to 'police' the range of iaw's legitimate meanings, to
enforce limits on those meanings and to use selectively organized violence against those who
violate (~fficialreadings of law or who are outside law's inherent protections. But law also
police power intervention, and outside of courtrooms in particular,
thrives oIutside
- of -.such
.. direct
where o.fficial legal meanings rule only indirectly as a possibility of intervening force to settle
Aimntec
or enforce particular legal practices. Indeed, this possibility - either implicit or
...UF". ,-,
explic:itly threatened - that official third parties (such as judges or police) might intervene
tends to shape social interaction and bargaining relations far more than actual direct official
interventions (Calanter11;198_3).
s law's complex life throughout society - within workplaces, corporate board rooms,
les, neighbourhoods and communities, as well as throughout public institutional spaces
tional, transnational and international politics und_er-@e'shadow' . of. official
_ ....-rule on
~-m~s_t~c.onflict-~sgI,
process-oriented studies focus attention. Indeed. ~tis here that the
.~~jdjectof
.
legal mobilization
.__--analysis is aimed - that is, toanalyse the constitutive role
nghts both as a strategic resource and as a constraint, as a source of empowerment and
Iwerment, for movement struggles to contest and reconstruct the terms of social
s and power (see Scheingold, 1989; Silverstein, 1996). This understanding is especially
important for app-~iating the increasing power of hwrLPln_rights~@rmsS~ound heworld, in
polities and transna66nal or international arenas where authoritative legal institutions are often
underdeweloped or contested.
.-.
we: will note later how behaviouralism and process-based interpretivism (especially legal
mobi'lization) pose different approaches - grounded in different types of question, analytical
modeI, method and truth-claim - to the study of law and social movements. One reason why
the latter approaches have become more familiar, it could be argued, is that they tend to parallel
closely, and blend easily with, prevailing approaches to social movement analysis.
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Social Movements: Sketching the Boundaries of an idea

The co~
re term 'social movements' is defined in quite variable ways by scholars, including
specialiists on the topic. Political scientist Charles Tilly's definition in a 1984 book is as useful
as.any. A social movement is a sustained series of interactions between power-holders and
persons
;uccessfully claiming to speak on behalf of a constituency lacking formal representation, in the
se of which those persons make publicly visible demands for changes in the dismbution or
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exercise of power, and back those demands with public demonstrations of support. filly, 1984,
P 306)

i

i

It

The problem with this definition, of course, is that it does not clearly distinguish social
movements from interest groups, minority political parties, protesting mobs and other forms
t
of collective action. Scholarly efforts have been made to differentiate social movements by
what they want, whom they represent and what tactics they use - but few such efforts are
entirely successful at an abstract level. The dilemma is exacerbated, further, by the fact that the
t
organization and activities of what we call social movements often overlap with, grow out of,
I
or transform into other forms of organization over time in complex, elusive ways.
Despite these caveats, however, I will limit the range of activity referred to as 'social
,
movements' for the purposes of this Introduction. Social movement activity here is identified
broadly with social struggles of a particular type. First, social movements aim for a broader
scope of social and political transformation than do more conventional political activities.
While social movements may press for tangible short-term goals within the existing structure
1
of relations, they are animated b y n o r e ra~icalilspiratio_nal
yisions of a different, better
society.
Second, social movements often employ a-wide range of tactics, as do parties and interest
gmups, but they are f a r m o m rely on ~ m m ~ @ c a t i v e ~ - r ~of
g iinformation
es
disclosure and media-campaigns as well as disruptive 'symbolic>c~cs, such as protests,
marches, strikes and the like, that halt or upset ongoing=hl practices. One of the surprising
findings of much research is that litigation and other seemingly conventional legal tactics can
sometimes be fused with such disruptive forms of political expression. Law sometimes serves
disorder as well as order (Lowi, 1971). I,itigaCion c&iproizde a form of, or forum for, 'rebellion'
F
(Meranto, 1998). a lethal 'weapon' in social conflict (see Turk, Chapter 10, this volume).
I
I
Third, social movements tend to develop from core constituencies of non-elites whose
social position reflects relatively low degrees of wealth, prestige or ~ p % c ~ o < t ~ ~ h i l e
movements may find leadership or alliance among elites and powerful organizations, the core
'constituent population' of social movements tends to be 'the nonpowerful, the nonwealthy
and the nonfarnous' (Zirakzadeh, 1997). It is worth noting that this definition can include
reactionary or highly conservative as well as 'progressive' or left-leaning movements for
egalitarian social justice, although the overwhelming proportion of academic study concerns
only the latter groups.
social movements-focusingon
Fourth, the discussion below includes tra$tionaldimm~emist
class relations and mat$a!&tics
as well as new (or postmodern) a - m o v e m e n t s that
emphasizea broad range of principled social justice commitments, including especiallh-m-m
rights@euc,hler and Cylke, 1997).
Finally, this volume addresses social movements that develop within particular nations,
r
generally focused on states as targets or means of transforming societies, as well as transnational
moveme? for human rights, environmental change, peace and the like. Studies of transnational
P
activism have developed rapidly in recent years and tend to rely on dynamic process-based
1i
approaches similar to those emphasized here (Keck and Siklunk, 1998). Indeed, cooperahon
among t r a n n g n a l and domes!ic national social movements on human rights issues is one of
the most i-rnpo-t
manifestations of contemporary le_gaaobilization politics (Sarat and
ScheingOi 200 1 ).
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of Inquiry: Important Roads ~ eoff~of tthe Map

1

I noted at the start of this Introduction that many types of scholarly inquiry have$dimtly

conuibuted to the study of law and social movements, even though they do not directly
integrate contemporary social movement theory and legal analysis. Since these types of study
are mcstly excluded from this volume, a brief survey seems warranted for the benefit of readers
interesited in the broader topic. By far the greatest degree of attention to relevant literatures is
found in the law and society scholarship, which is likely to comprise the primary readership of
this
--- vc.~lume.
Per1haps the most relevant cognate studies are by sociolegal scholars in theEOs a n d E @
who clirectly addressed the topic of law and social c h a n ~ s t u a r tS c h e i n @ m 7 ; I T z
Politicr of Rights (recently reissued in 2004) is clearly the most influential and st111 most
Important work. In addition. Joel Handler's Social Movements and the Legal System (1978) y
was th e 4 t significant effort to integrate social movement thcny into legal analysis.
social mo~Eiiie-tcfq
XthCti%6G
.-m<&more
-nlmwIy@onalis(&
- -althou,&hing
and i~~dividualisticthan most subsequent approaches Michael McCann's Taking-efom
- -.
b e n o u ~ T ( 1 9 8 6and
~ Susan Orson5 Clients and Lawyers (1984) each built on the earlier
studies by Scheingold and Handler, addressing fundamental questions about le&mobi!izati_qn
strateand-vminge%eralizable ways. Essays by Milner (1986), dun (i982), Hunt
'toan - seechapter 18, this volume), Handler (1992), McCann (1993),McCann and Silverstein
(1997), Meranto (1998), Pedriana (2004) and others further interrogated g&mobilizati_on
and its c o m p l ~ i i . c , a t i o n sfor collective struggle. Important books by Abel(1995), Santos
(1995) Bartihi-(2003) and Hajjar (2005) have developed sophisticated studies of struggles for
social change waged through legal claims, tactics and institutions beyond the United States.
A second tradition of study focused on i@vidual,rather than group, disputing, but this
tradition contributed to,and later merged with,%~scholarshi~ on law and soclal movements.
- -- - .
.
.
This
included
classic studies in diverse ccnitexts by leg@anthropolog~s.suchas Abel(1973),
Galanter (1974). Felstiner (1974), Jacob (1969) and especiallyJlader (1969) in the 1960s and
1970s. 1Later behavioural studies in the 1970s offereda more aialytlcaliy rigorous, multistage
model (~f disputing that proved especially important. The Civil Litigation Research Project
was cn1ical to this scholarship (Miller and Sarat, 1980-81;FelstineretmFgli),aSwas a
host of other related essays (Mather and Yngvesson, 1980-81; Zemans, 1983; Galanter, 1983;
Kritzer, Vidrnar and Bogart, 1991).
Also in the fate 1970s. Critical Legal Studies scholarship developed into an important
tradition that s h a d and interacted with studie~oflw@d social may4 ents. While hardly a
unitary move%Ef;most CLS scholars-(see Kairys, 1981) blended [eagebunking with n e e
M m istjdeologic$ analysis to expose the inFLpsti$ a n i T n ~ - ~ a ~constraints
ve
of law
.,,+ing
progressive political action or impacts. CLS scholarship generated further criticism
from critic2 R s h e o r i s t s , including, most prominently, Denick Bell (1987), Kimberlt
Wiilliams G s h a w (1988 - Chapter 19 this volume) and Patricia Williams (1991) (see also
Delgado et al., 1985). An explosion of feminist
--.-- legal scholarship l~kewisecontributed in
impalrtant ways to the analysis of law and socrdmovements (see, for example, Bartlett and
Kenr~edy,1991). All three movements contributed important ideas, although they tended to
fwu!ion case law or personal narrahves and offered little systematic focus on the organizational
..
mntd
,,..2xtzf struggle
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The engagement of individual disputing study and Critical Legal Studies attention to
ideology produce yet another tradition of studies130 'legal consciousness'. Kristin Bumiller's
inventive study of The Civil Rights Sociery (1988) broke m W g r o u n is
~ still relevant to
scholarship on law and social movements. Subsequent-studies - by Merry (1990), Yngvesson
(1988), Greenhouse, Yngvesson and Engel (164)%n
and March (1996), Ewick and
Silbey (1998), Feldman (2000), Nielsen (2000), Gill~om(2001), Engel and Munger (2003),
Fleury-Sterner and Nielsen (2005) - have contributed to this innovative subject and, again,
very directly engaged scholarship on law and social movements. At a different level, the
rapidly proliferating literature on 'cause law@%' (Sarat and Scheingold, 2001) has also
drawn on, and contributed to, studies o m a r m i v e m e n t legal advocacy in important ways.
Fourth, various types of scholarship from~oollfi~sEientists7iave
provdeiihighlyi-=ant.
First are studies of intereg-on
(Bussipe. 1998; Lawrence, 1990. Forbath. 1991;
Kessler, 1990; Melnick, 1994; Epp, 1998; Cichowski, 2002; Morag-Levine, 2001; Paris,
2005). Expanding literature on human rights advocacy around the world is surely quite
pertinent to the study of law, social movements and social change (Cleary, 1997; Keck and
Sikkink, 1998; Guidry, Kennedy and Zald, 2000; Merry, 2001; Dezalay and Garth, 2001).
t ' provided a familiar, if limited, angle from which
Moreover, studies of ' j u d i c ~ ~ m p a chave
to study law and social movement activity. The most3iijmtmt%works q e J ~ q l 9 9 1 ) ,
-- significant.
Johnson and Canon (1984) and Bogart (2002), although many earlier works remain
Professor LayenEd~mlln_'ssignificant contributions (1990, 1992) to the difficult politics of
legal implemeniitionXlso deserve a mention. Fifth, a new literatu6'f;as developed that directly
builds on legal mobilization and social movements - that regarding cultural and political
.--. .'backlash' against allegedly 'special' rights claims and marginalized rights CTaiinants
(~oldber&~iller,
2002; Haltom and McCann. 2004; Dudas. 2005).
Fmally, the copious scholarly literature on social movement theory deserves attention. I
mentlon just a few studies here. Doug McAdam's path-breaking, visionary book Political
Process and the Development of Black Insurgency, 19361970 (1982) is perhaps the most
influential and widely cited classic study, and his reconstruction of his approach with Sidney
Tarrow and Charles Tilly in Dynamics of Contention (2001) currently represents the state of
art theorizing. Earlier original writings by Tarrow (1983, 1994) and Tilly (1978, 1984) also
remain influential. The Blackwell Companion to Social Movements (Snow, Soule and Kriesi,
2004) and several other edited collections (Beuchler and Cylke, 1997; McAdam, McCarthy
and Zald, 1996; Guidry, Kennedy and Zald, 2000) are valuable contributions of essays on a
variety of topics by leading scholars in the field. Much research, specifically on the themes of
movement ' f r a m of issues, has proved especially influential and is highly relevant to legal
a n d
1987; Gamson and Meyer, 1996; Snow and Benford,
analysis ( s g ~ ~ s o ~ Modigliani,
1992; Benford, 1993;Tenford and Snow, 2000; Snow et al., 1986; Snow, 2004; Zald, 1996).
Finally, cornpar-atke cross-national study of s o c i i o v e m e n t s has generated a fair amount of
attention (see Ferree et aL, 2002).
- --
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The Collection of Essays
The essays included in this volume have been selected according to a variety of riter ria.^ First,
only essays that directly addressed the legal aspects of struggles waged by identifiable social
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movements were considered. It is important to emphasize at the outset that this is the single
most important factor that distinguished the pool of candidates eligible for t h ~ volume
s
from
the hundreds of essays quite relevant to scholars working in the general subject matter, such as
those noted above. Second, specific essays were selected for their distinctive contributions to
theorizing about law and social movements. In other words, essays were chosen because they
represent important generalizable theoretical logics of inquiry or angles of analysis into the
legal dimensions of social movement activity. The summary outline of the essays below will
emphasize the overall conceptual framework guiding my approach to the topic and the specific
contributions of the essays to that enterprise. Third, an effort was made to provide some
diversity regarding various types of social issues and aggrieved populations that have been
implicated in social movement struggles. Thus, movements for rights of minority racial groups,
rights of indigenous peoples, various women's rights issues, gay and lesbian rights, rights of
the disabled and environmental causes, as well as some reflections on 'new social movements',
have been included in the volume. This is hardly an exhaustive list of movements that emerged
over the last half-century; labour politics lamentably receives only limited attention, for \
-- -'-.But the list is generally repsentative of thFcauses that have received the most
i
example
scholarlly study.
F i a l ly, considerable effort has been made to include studies of movement activity in
ra-hic regions around the world -including Canada, the Netherlands, Germany
differenl g
gP
. eo
ana vanous o t h e a n nations, lapan, India and other Asian nations, South Africa.
Nevertheless, roughly half the essays focus primarily on movements in the United States,
reflecting in part the fact that scholarship on law and social movements has arguably been
rlnm;qated by attention to that count~y.~
Moreover, various features of state and socrety in t
k
i States have contributed to e x p e r i m e n t a t with legal tactics by social movements. In
ways, and not least bec;ursmfAmen'can -influence
as a globalizing forcgthis experience
Ywith 1egal mobilization politics may become increasingly familiar arouncdihe world, rendering
relevant.
Americim scholarship on the subject
--increasingly
--- ---- -- It is not surprising that many
scholars, of national and transnational movement politics have looked to the mixed outcomes
of Amelican legal rights-based movements as models to follow, avoid or at least learn from. In
sum.
thc
: essays in this book that focus on the United States should be of considerable interest
and si~gnificancefor scholars studying movement politics In various venues around the world.
Thl:overall organization of the article collection reflects to a large extent the=evailing
logicz;P
that have developed from the synthesis of legal mobilization analysis and social
-.+=
movemccnt theory.

.
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Analytiical Frameworks and Methodological Principles

Part I begins with my own essay (Chapter 1) outlining a general process-based theory of legal
mobilization politics initiated by social movements. The essay emphasizes that both individual
models of legal mobhation and social
. --movement
theory view disputing as dynamic political
processes that are usefully disaggregated into-andytically discrete, if typically interrelated,
phases oztages. Drawing on preliminary evidence from my study of the gender-based wage
equity movement in the United States to illustrate my points, the essay outlines a g e n z l e ~ l e
analytical approach to studying the complex dynamics of how law shapes, and is reshaped
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thmiugh, political struggle. A review essay by Gerald N. Rosenberg,CCCapter 2) follows that
respectfully summarizes Rights at Wrk, the book7 laterpublished on the subject (1994) and
its achievements. However, Rosenberg, who had previously written a widely recognized book
demonstrating why legal tactics are a 'hollow hope' for social reformers (1991), also poses
some fundamental methodolo@caland analyticiil cli3leiiges to the %ottom:upl, i n t e w v i s t
legal mobilization approach that I develop. Chapter 3 presents my subsequent response that
further clarifies and develops the differences between positivist, court-centred models and
post-positivist, decentred frameworks for analysing law and social change. This published
debate has provided a benchmark for many sociolegal scholars interested in social movements
over the last decade, and thus the essays are reproduced here in accessible form.
The remainder of the book is organized into three parts, each of which covers a discrete
dimension or phase of social movement disputing activity previewed in Chapter 1.

strategic approaches to politics, supporting or-discouraging their engagement with lega
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Legal Framing and Claiming by M a 1 Movements
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Part ll comprises six essays that address the early stages o movement development in which
collectiveinjuries are named, claims for remedy-ed
and visions ofsocial transformation
are proposed. Each of these essays emphasizes to some degree the legal lapgyage of 'righmn
- -.. - .-'which movements often articulate their demands, but the essays alsoraise
a v m i f issues
about challenges, limitations and adaptations of a politics_gr~~-od~-in&@s. Chapter 4, by
John Brigham, outlines a general framework for u n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
@scoune
l eis g a
'formative' of social movements. 'Political language links legal form to t h e z c i c e s of these
interpretive communities, and the practices can be seen in talk about purposes,
in She-of
d i s c u s s i b w i n political strategies' (p. 87). He discusses and develops examples of three
particular forms of law in society - right, rage and remedy. Frapce-scaP~l@tafollows up;in
Chapter 5, with arelated argument about rights claiming amongsouthern civil rights movement
the 1960s. Pollet? specifically challenges-the scepticism
-__
that rights discourse not only facilitated effective
supp6-&zri f o r @ s s r ~ a c t i v i t y , - b ~ a k o - e ~ ~ t i v epushed
ly
'
to h s f i f U t i % a l v e i i u ~ ~ g ~ F V ~ i ~ ~ s s i ~ ~ u b s t a n t i v e
---Moreover, r i .g h t s - c l ~ m i n g T ~ ~ ~ d ~e a~ ema oi Ov e m e n t
that endured as a formative force for sul%GqjjKikiticii:
-

~

,

In chapter.6 Lisa Hajjar develops a parallel perspective about the emergence of a human
rights movement in Israel and Palestine. She shows how activists have u s e d ~ a ~ a r i e tofy
strategies to voice, promote and enforce rights claiqin~counter-hegernonic
P g g I e s ' ,.-raising
--,.
-.
queshons aToiig-tlie~wayafiut-human r i g w as a 'Westeml-and :foreign' convention, about
a regime grounded in the rule-6f law
rights organizations and about the p=t6fconstmcting
and a 'culture of rights'. Jayanth K. Krishnan and Kevin R. den Dulk (Chapter 7) explore
similar terrain in their study ofJtigaJtion ~~trategi~~by~reIigio~s~~ups
in the United States,
Israel and India:Although, in some ways, their study addresses religious organizations in
routine 'interest groupLmode, their analysis borders on, and eases into, the terrain relevant for
social m~Gemi%~%iids. Moreover, their approach is relevant because they emphasize how
the ideological world-views of law shared by religious activists shape their normative and

strategies. This is an important contribution in illustrating how legal-c'&mingoften reflects z
comolex
encounter between intrinsically-lega~and.extralegal.ideatioacomponents.
..
The la!st two essays in Part II embark on different paths exploring the contingent, compler
and prok~lematiccharacter of rights claiming by social movemenLq. Katharina C. Heyel
(Chapter 8) creatively investigates the question of what happens to American models o:
arsaolllry rights when .hey go 'on the road' to other nations. Using akey German case study
she deniBstrates that -cursive
framework of legal rights was embraced to contes
traditional framings of claims in Germany, but in the process rights frames themselves wen
r e - e x d e d and reconstructed into new forms and meanings. This-essay contributes to ar
exciting area of inquiry about howhowmo_l!ementstsarp_und.~e
world a t . . ~ n ~ ~ ~
of h~ncanr!rights,~p~nsIadaptttho~
t~dition~~~new
contexts
~ c ~ land
~ ~possibilities
al
- a ~ o ~ i n uforms
~ e of
w critical engagement in multiple cultural sites: In Chapter 9 Jonathar
G d d I ; k ~ ~ ~ l l e r ~ a n d Miii&develop
Neal
a fascinating inquiry into how opponents of socia
movements representing
marginalized
~
i
t
~
e n ~ s t i g m a tthe
i z elatter's claims as 'sp&%d@Iiti
whi& violate .-supposedly cu-nl
conventions, iiiVemKSnsstw&n
viciimizec
minoritie~_and_majority
populations, and thus-reinforce do@nnptJlee~~c~ld@@nshipsol
governance. The authors explore the politics of backlash against special rights in t h m
KaiGiZan-@litic~
-struggles - same-sex marriage, leased land am5ng coniloniiniun
homeowners and claims of native Hawaiians. The essay's major contribution lies in showins
how the language of law, and specifically of rights, is contested and can cut both ways
l providing rmesources for both majoriti~andminorities,for boih dominant and subaltern groups
for forces 1both defending-and challengingthe status quo.
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eraging
- -. Power: Contestation, Containment, Cooptation

ran 111 rocuses on the strategic engaEment and imelicatirns of legal,rights mobili~tiim. Thc
subtitle highlights the p o s ~ ~ contestation
o f
over c E ~ m sby m o v e ~ n ~ - w
official legal institutions. f i e % ekht essays demonstratexow law can be a source of bott
challenging-and
s u s t a i n i ~ o ~ ~ r ; ~ lstrategies
egal
sometimes can disrupt the status quo anc
leverage social change, but legal processes also routinely work to contain and coopt movemenr
challenges in ways that sustain the dominant social order. Chapter 10, an essay by Austin
Turk, begins.thissection provocatively by challenging functionalist conceptions of law with 2
vision of 'l'aw6asS~wer'i In sh? law provides resouFes-by
which social groups and individuals
--initiate and sustKconflict ove~basicsocidva~es,
mangements_and~~!a~OIs_".r4~.TuX~d%~
not incorporatesocial movement theory or develop the implications for a particular movement
but his general approach anticipates in clear terms premises at the heart of legal mobilization
theey,Psul
Burstein (Chapter 11) provides ample evidence of how legal strategies can
chaflEtigethe status quo. His study provides evidence that litigation by women and minorities
y
d kmployment opportunity facilitated movement organization and provided
seeking t
important governmental resources in battles over race and gender discrimination.
The following three essays examine similar dynamics in contexts
beyond
the United States.
--r
.
In Chapter 12 Susan M. Olson compares patterns of litigatioh strategies for women's rights in
the United States and the Netherlands. Despite differences in the formal institutional structure
-

- --
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urts and in access to legal representation by lawyers, Olson argues, the strategic choices
roblems of litigation in the two national contexts are remarkably similar. Robert L. Kidder
ktsuo Miyazawa (Chapter 13) then challenge conventional explanations of how Japan's
-e of conflict avoidance and averslon to fo~rmalJ%gaLin~titu_ti~s
ensures a hostile
~ n ~ ~ t t f ~ e n v u o n m emovement
ntal
liiig&on. Thkir s t a y butlines how a class-action
lit by Japanese air polluti&n-vic%msbecamean effective resource for both short-term,
?lanned tactical challenges and long-term movement struggle despite limited legal
rces. Focusing particular attention on the role of lawyers in the environmental movement,
uthors provide a perceptwe ~nstitutionalanalysis that identifies simlarities, as well as
rtant differences, between legal and social structures in Japan and the United States. Ki3 Shn follows in Chapter 14 by outlining a very different type of legal mobilization
2s and social movement activ~tyin Japan. 'If the environmental movement&ized and carefully planned, the movement of women to challenge traditional family law
unded in largely unorganized, uncoordinated, diffuse 'every&-of
mobilization and
rsion in cultural spaces situated largely 'outside' formal'state law. In other words, the
vssei activists are reconstructing an altematik-fe%Zst f;iinilyle@srder that is posing
-reasingly powerful challenge to traditional patriarchal norms embedded in official law.
ype of cultural analysrs, focused-more on the contestation and c o n s t r u m
~8 thanion identifying cultural causal v a r i a b T e ~ , ~ ~ r e sa&citing
e~ts
bTe?$G of new
movement theorizing by sociolegal scholars.
: final three essays in Part III exarmne ways in which law can work to challenge, contain
mpt social movements. In Chapter 15 Michael R. ~nde&onexplores how the efforts of
can Indians to preserve tradioonal cultural practices, as well as materid resources,
:h successful litigation over fishing rights in Washington State ironically accelerated
~log~cal
and competitive forces dividing the vlbes internallyand acceleratingthe erosion
--nmon culture. In short, an aparent
major legal victory by native 'outsiders' actually
-the imposition of ind~vidual~zingzF-aa-mkkeRZed capitalht relations that
:terized the dominant order of the United States. Chapter 16 is Steven E.Birkan's classicof how while Southe-men effectively used conventiondLegal tactics to harass, contam
efeat blacksvii rights advocates in various cities. Drawing extensively on social
nent studies of the clvll rights movement, this essay very powerfully shows how leg<
t~ons,tact~csand conventions 'cut both ways', serving as resources both to_challenget h ~
~gorder from subaltern groups and to fortify the status quoagainst the challengers. Gary
lnese concludes the section (Chapter 17) with a study of the classic ways inwhich legal
facilitating challenges by outsiders_routinely-workto institutionalize and integrate:het
ngers over time, wsforming movement impulses for continued change into-a struggl_e_
ntain an altered status quo. His essay provides anoverview of this pattern of transformation
egaily struCtuFd- conflict to cooptation and 'instituptialization! experienced by the
can environmental movement from the 1970s through the 1990s.

--

h g e and Hegemony: Assessing Legal Mobilization Politics
Part IV provides a series of essays assessing the counter-hegcmonic
.
irnplicatio~of
nobilization tactics and, in particular, rights claiming by social movements. The five
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essays individually and collectively offer a decidedly mixed, often tragic- and ironic view
how l e g c n g h ~ v + a c y figures into the politics of social nT6Vem~nt~.
Alanxni's
classic:essay ( w e r 18). linking contemporary debates about legal mobilization to Antonio
:rim
theories of 'counter-hegemonic'
-struggle, starts the section. This is followed by
Gram;ti's
~EarnsCrenshaw's_essay (Ch2pte~lv , ~ h a d v & ~ e asparallel argument, using
Kimb
. .
me l e g a c m e American civil rights movement as an extended case study. This well-known
contribution to Critical Race Theory challenges contemporary critics of rights mobilization on
both the left and right, arguing that racism is the fundamental problem in American society,
a
I1u '\at
U1
---'
liberal rights tradidoiis providebT-i of the few effective, if limited, resources for
chalkn~i%-&T.5ih;eGZyL-Susan B : S ~ ~ ~ - t h e r i a d v a~-contending
c e s critique
that fe&nistnghtsrbased advocacy and scholarshipfails to account adequately f ~ c @ e ~ m a ~ r i a l
inequ;d~ies:.of&@talistorgiization. While her primary point of ~fercn~e~is-movement
smgk?:les in Canada, the issues with which she grapples have broad significance for struggles
arounci the world.
Chitpter 21 features Joel F. Handler's controversial Presidential Address-aG~1992-~_w h.
enrl C,riety Associatjon annual meetings that challeng the poKlits of postmodern theoG-zUlg. I J
/.
s".u
---. ..
abcititl a y a d p o y ~ f well
- ~ an of 'new_'s~i@alalmovements.
This address stimulated a set of
lively responses in print (for example, McCann, 1992) and continues to be much debated
..
Rajagqpq!Ich_apter 22) expands.
damon]4 sociolegal scholars. The final essay by Balakrishnan
the scope of the manifestations of soci~movementmobilization of ! . a w J a ! h e . i ~ ! t ~ d
..l .-.institutions
.
provide important. arenas for social
~ ~ e l ~ ~ p u ~ i t ; - ' i n t e r n a t ilaw
o n.- aand
movement
tk5y'Gpand the political $&e i&ilabld"for uansformati.~~>h#
- (0.-626). ~ h i s new
e spiic&k&ii@-@..on
will &ntinue to-preknt expanding challenges for
icholars and for activists throughout the next century.
A
'
-

~
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-

:momxor F'utnre Research
of law a n d e i c s that informs most recent
Given the emphasis on the
by elaborating briefly on both -ast
scholarship, it should not
opportunitiesand the great need for new research
,
on the topic of law and social movementmy
points can be stated briefly, bec%uxey all aim to encourage the cbnt@uededgrowth
of the type
of research projects that have already been p i o n e e m d are proliferating among scholars.

_ ----

1 Sociolegal theory and social movement theory, I noted at the outset, have been joined
relatively infrequentlydy-.i
One goal of this collectionhas been to demonstrate
the vdue of empirical and theoretical inquiry that connects these two traditions. Sociolegal
uld benefit from continued efforts to integrate current theorizing by social
cholars, and social movement scholarship would benefit greatly by increased
rith the leading currents of law and ssietysearch.
&gal mobll!~tionpolitics has very rapidly become a familiar activity of social movements
aroundthe~orldMore comp&&ve cross-national and transnational study is needed on
the to@c.'Such-case studies can provide the foundations for engaging with, building on,
challenging and transcending existing theorizing developed largely-out -of
- the American
(
experience.
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3 It has been noted several times in this Introduction how legal mobilization politics-~ms
both to.- depend
_on and contribute
to
robust, independent courts, judges and legal
--professions. This relationship deserves consid&able empirical and theoretical exprdration
in a variety of national, subnational, and transnational institutional coniextsr 4 Such critical Literature has suggested not only that legal m o b i l i w p m & c e s a relatively
feebleLform o f .p@ia,but also that it tends to generate counter-mobilizations o f unique
scale and success. These questions about the efficacy and-iigacy of legal-mobilization
I
1 deserve-s&Iy in-a variety of institutional and cultural contexts.

i
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Notes
I

1 It is easy to see why positivist scholars often end up as 'realists' who posit (or endeavour to
demonstrate) that legal rules, principles, norms and discourses mask rather t h m embody 'real'
motivations for behaviour. The realist project thus often leans toward explaining the gap between
law's symbolic promises and actual impact by focusing on 'real' (that is, extralegal) causes of
behaviour.
2 One requirement of the series in which this volume appears is that essays must have been published
in a scholarly journal, thus excluding scores of chapters in original books and edited book
collections.
3 No doubt all these perceptions reflect the limited, debatable purview of the US-anchored author.
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